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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 1: CREATE INTENTIONAL INCLUSION
1. What activities are you doing to attract and retain a diverse and inclusive workforce in your department? What
are the associated costs of these activities?

Our office staff consists of two individuals, one of which is a person of color. We hope to hire a third
person for the office and I look forward to working with Human Resources on attracting diverse
candidates for the position. Board membership is determined through a nomination process by the
County Executive followed by a vote of confirmation from the County Board. The County Executive
and County Board have always worked to make sure these boards are made up of citizens from
diverse backgrounds.

2. H
 ow do you use professional development and advancement opportunities to promote equity in your
department’s workforce? What resources are used to support these opportunities for professional development
and advancement?

Any desire to seek professional development and advancement opportunities by an individual in our
department have been and will continue to be met with the utmost support and flexibility on the part
of the Administrator. Beyond LMS, our department also has access to legal learning resources such
as training modules from the Wisconsin State Bar.
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3. Our employees can be a great resource for innovation and knowing what is working well and what needs work.
Have you engaged a diverse group of frontline employees to inform decisions about your proposed budget
changes? If yes, how was input solicited, who was involved, and what were the results?

All office staff are involved in the discussion regarding every line item in our limited budget. The
results of such open communication is a fundamental understanding of how personnel and
operational costs are apportioned over the year by the whole office. Should a member of the office
staff foresee any potential complications, it would become a discussion for the full office along with
any boards where necessary.

4. Are you tracking contracts with minority and women-owned business? If yes, please share percentages of
each. If no, why not?

Currently, our office contracts with two legal service vendors, one of which is a solo-practitioner and
person of color. The other is a publicly-traded large firm founded by a woman.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 2: BRIDGE THE GAP
5. How and when have service users, in diverse and inclusive communities, and other key stakeholders been
engaged to inform decisions about changes in funding levels for services provided in your requested budget
(who was involved, what was the forum, what were the results)?

Our department's key interactions are internal with the Department of Human Resources and the
Office of Corporation Counsel. The only individuals we could consider "service users" would be
employees facing discipline or making advisory requests of the Ethics Board and any citizen that
may file an open record request with our office. Such individuals are not engaged with regarding the
department's budget. Three quarters of our department's budget is used on personnel costs, and
the final quarter on operational costs primarily related to conducting hearings and file retention.
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6. Describe ways in which racial and economic data was used to prioritize resource distribution. (Data can
include sources found in the resources section of this tool, department collected data, or any other relevant
data from other sources.)

Our department works with a limited budget used for personnel and operational costs specifically.
As such, racial and economic data has little, if any, impact. Simply put, our office's goal is efficiency
and minimization of our footprint in the County's budget.

7. How does your budget reflect efforts to work across departments to break down silos to maximize access to
and quality of services offered? How does this help us achieve the vision of achieving equity and health?

Over 97% of our budget is spent on the salaries of our personnel and our outside counsel contracts.
With that in mind, we try to emphasize service when it comes to dealing with all internal and external
customers. As an example, should an individual require technological support during their
disciplinary hearing, we work with the individual prior to and during the hearing to make sure they
feel they were able to communicate to the best of their ability and that they were not hampered by
what may be their own limited access to technology/equipment.

8. What are the expected benefits and potential unintended consequences to disadvantaged communities of your
proposed budget changes?
a. What analysis did you do to determine the expected benefits and potential unintended consequences?

Our proposed budget changes are strictly related to our legal fee budget, which is utilized when a
decision by a board is appealed in circuit court or to affirm that any board decisions are made
within their jurisdiction. Our department at large has minimal community impact.
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b. W
 hat will your department do to mitigate unintended consequences resulting from your proposed budget
changes?

Our department foresees no likely unintended consequence or effect on disadvantaged
communities.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREA 3: INVEST IN EQUITY
9. If your department were to receive some additional funding for addressing racial equity, what specific strategic
plan priority would you address, what would be the project/activity and intended outcome, and how much
would it cost?

In this scenario, I would imagine the best way for such finding to be used in our niche realm would
be on education and outreach efforts regarding the Ethics Code. After discussion with OAAA and
PSB staff on this subject, we determined that a report from my office for the DHR Director and CEX
Strategic Planning Director regarding PRB case demographic statistics would be a helpful, albeit
small, project to take on. The hope is that the information in these statistics could be put to good
use by DHR and the County Executive's Office. My office will bring this proposition to the PRB's
attention for further discussion on the scope of its content, with the intent of presenting a historical
report followed by future annual reports.

10. What is your department doing to dismantle barriers to diverse and inclusive communities, including meeting
multilingual needs and other communication or accessibility barriers?

The answer to question seven highlights a strong example of the efforts we make regarding
communication/accessibility barriers. To my knowledge, no one has ever made a request for
translation services related to their disciplinary matters, though such a request would be managed
by our office in tandem with Human Resources and Corporation Counsel to make sure the individual
is able to participate in a full, comfortable capacity. Our office would also work to satisfy any request
for multilingual support from the Ethics Board, be it for information or investigatory purposes, as
well. Our office will look to advertise multilingual options/capabilities on our website and wherever
else we deem appropriate.
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